
 Ostomy Disposal X- Bag FAQs 
 

Q. What is the x-Bag? 

A. The Ostaway x-Bag is an easy to use Ostomy Device Disposal Bag which is designed to                 

meet all of your disposal needs. The x-Bag is leak proof, odor reducing, and 100%               

content concealing. If you have a colostomy or ileostomy, you'll find the x-Bag to be one                

of the most valuable items you'll ever use. 

 

Q. Who needs the x-Bag? 

A. If you have the need to dispose of an ostomy device, you need the x-Bag. If you have                   

concerns about leaking, odor, or anyone seeing the contents of your disposal, you need              

the x-Bag. If you simply want the easiest to use, most reliable, and best designed               

Ostomy Disposal Bag around, you need the x-Bag. 

 

Q. How do I use the x-Bag? 

A. The x-Bag ez-zip design makes disposal fast and easy. Simply put your contents in,               

close the seal with one sweeping hand movement, and put it in the trash. 

 

Q. Can't I use a baby diaper disposal bag? 

A. Up until now, the baby disposal bag has been one of the few choices available to                 

ostomates for disposal. The drawbacks have been the thin see through plastic, the noise              

made when handling these bags, and the lack of any sealing device to prevent leakage.               

Now there's a better choice. ...The x-Bag. The x-Bag was designed specifically to handle              

ostomy disposal. With the x-Bag, you'll get complete invisibility of content,           

whisper-quiet plastic, and an easy to use ez-zip seal. 

 

Q. Don't I want a scented disposal bag? 

A. No. We've heard reports of allergic reactions to these bags, specifically the baby              

disposal bags with a scent emulating baby powder. If you have chemical sensitivities, or              

are concerned about inhaling the fumes being released by these bags, you should avoid              

them. We've designed the x-Bag without any chemical aroma additives or annoying            

scents.  

 

 

 



Q. Is the x-Bag compatible with my ostomy device? 

A. Yes. The x-Bag Disposal Bag is compatible with all major brands of of one and two                 

piece ostomy devices including Convatec, Coloplast, Cymed, and Hollister.  

 

Q. Will the x-Bag work for my colostomy/ileostomy? 

A. Yes. The x-Bag works to contain the higher odor output of colostomies and at the                

same time contain the higher liquid output of ileostomies.  


